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 January - March 2016 

Relationsh!t 

Monday, January 25, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Have YOU ever heard of the Soft Boy? Well, tune in, because we bet you have. Listen to Sophia, Jaxon, 
and Elijah talk about texting your crush, crushes that are bad at texting, keeping things vague, feeding 
your ego, and stringing people along. Words of wisdom? We think (hope) so. Laugh, learn, and LOVE! 

Monday, February 1, 2016 7-7:30PM 
This week, Sami interview two brothers who make music to kick off season 4! Benji and Sale discuss 
levels of experience, what happens when your friends and family don’t like the person you’re dating, 
whether or not people are more productive when they’re single, what it’s like to love and artist, and much 
more! 

Monday, February 8, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Sami’s joined by her high school friends Kathy and Danielle from Los Angeles this week. They reminisce 
on the days of going to an all-girls school together, whether or not you’re choosing bad partners, knowing 
when you love someone, and where to find new people to crush on! 

Monday, February 15, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Sami is joined by Jade, a friend’s she’s gone to school with since middle school, and another friend, 
Francis this week. They discuss jealousy in relationships, asking someone to be your Valentine you 
haven’t spoken to in a while, what to do if you’ve been seeing someone for a while and you aren’t sure 
how to define the relationship, and more! 

Monday, February 22, 2016 7-7:30PM 
This week, Sami’s parents join her on the show and talk about their own love story and then answer some 
questions! 

Monday, February 29, 2016 7-7:30PM 



 

Today, Sami’s joined by a boy she met on Tinder! They talk about what to do if you have feelings for 
someone you work with, going out of your comfort zone, having a crush on your roommate, and what to 
do when your significant other says they’re always busy - it’s time to think about how much you like your 
life! 
 
Monday, March 7, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Sami thinks about the concept of hotness this week with a little help from her friends, who all contribute 
with their thoughts on the subject matter. Listen and learn about how our society defines “hotness!” 
 
Monday, March 14, 2016 7-7:30PM 
This week, Sami interview two brothers who make music to kick off season 4! Benji and Sale discuss 
levels of experience, what happens when your friends and family don’t like the person you’re dating, 
whether or not people are more productive when they’re single, what it’s like to love and artist, and much 
more! 
 
Monday, March 21, 2016 7-7:30PM 
This week, Sami, her cousin, and his friend both from Baylor University discuss the differences in dating 
culture at southern schools versus at NYU, gender normatives in Texas, and how dating in general is 
different (the dorms are separated by gender down south, y’all). 
 
Monday, March 28, 2016 7-7:30PM 
This week, Sami’s parents join her on the show and talk about their own love story and then answer some 
questions! 
 
 
 

Weekly Refresh 
 
Wednesday, January 6, 2016 7-7:30PM 
To kick off the new year, we talk about disruptive tech and the sharing economy.  Featuring news from 
Uber,  AirBnb, and special guest Zack! 
 
Wednesday, January 13, 2016 7-7:30PM 
With streaming services on the rise, people are "cutting the cord" on their cable services. Is this the end of 
cable TV? Listen to the Weekly Refresh crew and special guest Paul to find out. 
 
Wednesday, January 20, 2016 7-7:30PM 
On this week’s show, the team goes after the Internet Service Providers we’re all at the mercy of and 
discuss whether or not they are charging us too much for what we get and what could change in the 
future.  They also cover news about Verizon’s new unlimited data plan, Google’s newest rewards 
program, and Windows 10 hardware limitations. 
 
Wednesday, January 27, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Although Amazon is able to amass ample amounts of appliances and apps, are their average associates 
attacking one another? Hear everything you needed to know about the world's largest online retailer. With 
special guest Earl Co! 
 



 

Wednesday, February 3, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Have you ever laid in your bed, unable to sleep, and contemplated what will happen to your personal data 
after you die? So have we! 
 
Wednesday, February 10, 2016 7-7:30PM 
In honor of Super Bowl 50, the Weekly Refresh team sits down with resident football expert Sukh for a 
discussion about the game, concussions, and the future of the event.  News covered this week includes 
Mobile World Congress 2016, high speed internet from space, and Safe Internet Day. 
 
Wednesday, February 17, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Weekly Refresh has some fun this week as they pay homage to the technology of yesteryear.  They cover 
tech advancements spanning from the 1930s to the 1990s and then sit down for a discussion about their 
experiences with old tech.  This is a fun one! 
 
Wednesday, February 24, 2016 7-7:30PM 
On this week’s episode of Weekly Refresh we cover the latest developments between Apple and the FBI, 
the new HTC Vive, the newly opened market for cable boxes, and more!  The main event for this show 
was HackNYU 2016 which was held at NYU Tandon from February 19th to the 21st. 
 
Wednesday, March 2, 2016 7-7:30PM 
This is the first episode in the "Game of Drones " special, featuring a very special guest, author and 
journalist, David Hambling. We talk with him about the history and the future of military drones. 
 
Wednesday, March 9, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Drone cinematography is on full display at the NYCDFF. Jacob and Keenan take to the red carpet to 
interview directors, actors, and drone aficionados. 
 
Wednesday, March 16, 2016 7-7:30PM 
On this week's show, the team dives into an extra long news segment including Verizon fined for violating 
Net Neutrality laws, a hack for phone's fingerprint scanners, and Seagate's upcoming World's fastest 
Solid State Drive!  This week's main segment explores the vast future of the Internet of Things. 
 
Wednesday, March 23, 2016 7-7:30PM 
The gang goes over the latest tech news including: a robot fast food chain, an encrypted email client 
called ProtonMail, and underwater drones. Then, hear part one from our coverage of SXSW Interactive 
2016 where we discuss the effects of VR on storytelling and journalism, and privacy in the world of IoT. 
 
Wednesday, March 30, 2016 7-7:30PM 
SXSW was so big we couldn't fit it all in one show! Listen to part two of our SXSW coverage along with 
the most exciting tech news available! 
 

The Rundown 
 
Thursday, January 28, 2016 7-7:30PM 
On the return of The Rundown this week, we have a recap of the big news events from over winter hiatus, 
an interview with the creative team behind the upcoming comedy "Filibusted," as well as a behind the 



scenes look at life on the road with musician Peaches. We also hear about what's happening this 
weekend in the city. 
 
Thursday, February 4, 2016 7-7:30PM 
This week on The Rundown, we report from Pres. Hamilton's Q&A with student media organizations 
where they discuss his new role as NYU President, investigate the "Abolish the Box" movement at NYU, 
hear about Blizzard Jonas's effects on NYU and NYC, and finally, learn about what's happening in the city 
this weekend. 
 
Thursday, February 11, 2016 7-7:30PM 
The Rundown gets romantic this week with a special Valentine's Day episode: we explore the new dating 
cultures of Tinder and Seeking Arrangement; talk about the science behind why we're attracted to one 
another, and hear about what's going on in New York City to celebrate the big day. 
 
Thursday, February 18, 2016 7-7:30PM 
This week, The Rundown explores the new addition of open MTA subway cars, the craze around "the 
rainbow bagel," NYU's new Music and Social Change Lab, tips for taking care of ourselves during the 
winter, and what is going on this weekend in New York City. 
 
Thursday, February 25, 2016 7-7:30PM 
The Rundown is filled with news this week: NYU President Hamilton releases a new university financial 
plan, news of the streetcar that will run from Brooklyn to Queens, an inteview with queer punk duo PWR 
BTTM, the possibility of NYC college students receiving Metrocard discounts, HackNYU 2016, the NYPD 
using stingrays, and as always, what’s happening this weekend in the city. 
 
Thursday, March 3, 2016 7-7:30PM 
This week on The Rundown, we've got Peter Rose discussing her contributions to a cookbook, Jessica 
Hendricks from The Brave Collection talking about how to start your own business, the upcoming NYU 
Entrepreneur Festival, and what's going on this weekend. 

Thursday, March 10, 2016 7-7:30PM 
This week on The Rundown, we talk with the directors of Shakespeare in the Square's production of "As 
You Like It," an interview with Alex Hanson, the founder of HERpothethis; a conversation with Courtney 
Galiano, a dancer with MS, and take a look at what's going on in the city this weekend. 
 
Thursday, March 17, 2016 7-7:30PM 
This week, The Rundown goes to the movies with two film related interviews: first, Jacob Bernstein, the 
director of the latest Nora Ephron documentary "Everything Is Copy" talks about the project; then 
legendary American film critic Joe Bob Briggs speaks with WNYU's Program Director, Tyler Maxin. 

Thursday, March 24, 2016 7-7:30PM 
This week, The Rundown goes to South by Southwest and has a live set and interview with NYU 
singer-songwriter Molly Chapman. And to finish, we're joined by Jillian Anthony from Time Out New York 
to see what we can do for Easter weekend in the city. 
 
Thursday, March 31, 2016 7-7:30PM 

https://soundcloud.com/wnyu/tracks


 

 

This week, we cover the recent debate between the NYU Democrats and Republicans, interview former 
NYU student and entrepreneur Stacey Ferriera, discuss the NWHL, and hear about what's happening in 
the city this weekend. 
 

 April - June 2016 
 

Relationsh!t 
 

Monday, April 4, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Have YOU ever heard of the Soft Boy? Well, tune in, because we bet you have. Listen to Sophia, Jaxon, 
and Elijah talk about texting your crush, crushes that are bad at texting, keeping things vague, feeding 
your ego, and stringing people along. Words of wisdom? We think (hope) so. Laugh, learn, and LOVE! 
 
Monday, April 11, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Sami Cavestani interviews her guest, Izzy Calvin-Smith, on the first episode of Relationsh!t - a discussion 
based show where people with lots, little, or no experience talk about relationships. Listen to Sami and 
Izzy discuss kisses, open relationships, and love. 
 
Monday, April 18, 2016 7-7:30PM 
This week, Sami interviews her good friend Jacqueline. They discuss Sami’s love life, as well as the 
relationship Jacqueline is in. Other topics talked about are what to do when someone is really bad at 
texting you back, how often you should see your partner, and when you’re dating someone in a different 
economic bracket. 
 
Monday, April 25, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Some of the girls of WNYU join Sami this week to discuss relationships small and big. Hear about how 
Margaret makes living with a boy work, how Rachel scares boys off by writing about them, and how Ella 
dumped her boyfriend via Skype IM in the tenth grade. They also answer questions about what to do 
when all of your friends are studying abroad and how you should handle having feelings for someone who 
is in a relationship. 
 
Monday, May 2, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Some of the girls of WNYU join Sami this week to discuss relationships small and big. Hear about how 
Margaret makes living with a boy work, how Rachel scares boys off by writing about them, and how Ella 
dumped her boyfriend via Skype IM in the tenth grade. They also answer questions about what to do 
when all of your friends are studying abroad and how you should handle having feelings for someone who 
is in a relationship. 
 
Monday, May 9, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Radio shows collide on this very special episode of Relationsh!t ! Wnyu's Kit and Derek of 3Q Radio, a 
show about Asian-American artists, answer questions about L-O-V-E with host Sami Cavestani. Listen to 
the three talk about loving people even when you hate them, seeing someone who is still using Tinder, 
and what to do when someone you really like is really bad at sex! 
 

The Write Stuff 



 

Tuesday, May 17, 2016 7-7:30PM 
On the premier episode of “The Write Stuff,” host Rachel A.G. Gilman sits down with Jake Nevins. Then, 
Rachel is joined by Binnie Kirshenbaum, novelist, short story writer, and chair of the Writing Program at 
Columbia University, to discuss writing and indulge in a reading from her novel, “The Scenic Route.” 
 
Tuesday, May 24, 2016 7-7:30PM 
This week, Rachel A.G. Gilman speaks with Stephen Policoff, a professor in NYU’s Global Liberal Studies 
program. Then, Rachel speaks with Deborah Landau and she will read from her collection of poetry, “The 
Uses of the Body.” 
 
Tuesday, May 31, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Today, Rachel is joined by Anthony Tognazzini, one of her past NYU Gallatin professors. Then, Rachel is 
joined by Johanna Lane, a fiction writer who is currently teaching at Phillips Academy in Andover, 
Massachusetts. She reads from her most recent novel, “Black Lake.” 
 
Wednesday, June 8, 2016 7-7:30PM 
This week, Rachel A.G. Gilman sits down with NYU student E.R. Pulgar, who is also her editor at The 
Odyssey at NYU and Washington Square News’s arts’ blog, The Highlighter. He gives us some insight 
into the world of poetry. Then, Rachel sits down with Sheila Orfano today, an NYU Gallatin student. 
 
Wednesday, June 15, 2016 7-7:30PM 
This week, Rachel is joined by Tamuira Reid, a professor in NYU’s Liberal Studies department as well as 
a screenwriter and essayist. Then, Rachel sits down with Adi Eshman, NYU graduate, playwright, and 
screenwriter, to discuss his current project, “Painters.” 
 
Wednesday, June 22, 2016 7-7:30PM 
This week, Rachel speaks with Phillip Lopate, the director of the nonfiction concentration in the graduate 
Writing Program at Columbia University School of the Arts, where he also teaches writing. Then, Rachel 
is joined by Marissa Elliot Little, her former editor at Washington Square News, for a chat and a reading 
from an exercise Elliot completed for her creative non-fiction class (but the work is entirely fictional!). 
 
Wednesday, June 29, 2016 7-7:30PM 
To kick off National Poetry Month, Rachel speaks with NYU student and Assistant Poetry Editor at West 
10th Shannagh Rowland, who reads some of her poetry. Then, Rachel sits down with Julianna Hurtado, 
NYU graduate and current MFA student at Hunter College. Julianna reads a short piece of hers, 
"Sometimes It Was Like This." 
 

Weekly Refresh 
Wednesday, April 6, 2016 7-7:30PM 
This week we sit down for an extended interview with a few members of the NYU Hyperloop team who 
discuss their journey and the technology involved in creating a hyperloop track.  
 
Wednesday, April 13, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Are quantum computers simply science fiction, or physical fact? Learn all about the latest technology, 
applications and advancements surrounding the quantum computing field from our special guest, NYU 
physicist Benjamin Burdick. 
 



 

Wednesday, April 20, 2016 7-7:30PM 
This week on Weekly Refresh, the team sits down with friends Andrew and Janine to discuss the industry 
and culture around video games. News discussed this week includes more developments in the Apple vs. 
The FBI case, upcoming WWDC predictions, and a future law that could upset net neutrality. 
 
Wednesday, April 27, 2016 7-7:30PM 
This week Weekly Refresh goes over the latest technology news including the future of smartphone 
cameras, OneDrive scales back their free online storage, and why your snapchat from the voting booth 
might be illegal. Our main topic for this show is cybersecurity, so naturally we went to NYU's own 
Offensive Security, Incident Response and Internet Security Laboratory (OSIRIS Lab) to learn more about 
the motivations of hacking, internet vulnerabilities, and what a futuristic Cyber War would look like.  
 
Wednesday, May 4, 2016 7-7:30PM 
As a continuation of the “Digital Life After Death” episode, the Weekly Refresh team returns to tackle the 
ethics behind living longer and what it means in the face of the technologically filled world we live in. 
News covered includes stagnation in parts of the device market, the WhatsApp ban in Brazil, and a huge 
finding of compromised email accounts. 
 
Wednesday, May 11, 2016 7-7:30PM 
How much of your personal data is collected online? What is your data used for? Can the free Wifi at 
Starbucks be trusted? Get all the answers and more from this week's show.  
 
Wednesday, May 18, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Keenan and Jacob report live from the floor of TechCrunch Disrupt 2016 in Brooklyn. Catch the latest 
tech news and the app of the week on the 50th episode of Weekly Refresh. 

Wednesday, May 25, 2016 7-7:30PM 
The gang sits down with NYU physics grad Maximilian Kantor to discuss the pros and cons and the 
technology behind nuclear power. 
 
Wednesday, June 1, 2016 7-7:30PM 
In this season finale episode, the gang airs their interview the host and producer Manoush Zomorodi of 
WNYC’s technology show “Note to Self.” Jacob, live from Spain, talks about European tech news and we 
bid farewell to Keenan and James, who will leave the show in Jacob’s hands this fall.  
 

In The Scope 
Tuesday, June 7, 2016 7-7:30PM 
This week we explain the history behind the QWERTY keyboard, look into QWERTY alternatives, and 
discuss with our guest, NYU Steinhardt Professor Finn Brunton, the relationship with inputting information 
between man and machine. 
 
Tuesday, June 14, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Part two of the premier episode. 
 
Tuesday, June 21, 2016 7-7:30PM 
In this episode we'll discuss the history of tipping, some alternative models where restaurants ban the 
practice, and talk with some former waitresses on the practice and their feelings on the practice. 

http://www.wnyunews.org/#!weeklyrefresh/ja1v7
http://www.wnyunews.org/#!weeklyrefresh/ja1v7
http://osiris.cyber.nyu.edu/
http://www.wnyunews.org/#!weeklyrefresh/ja1v7
http://www.wnyunews.org/#!keenan-kush/kksom
http://www.wnyunews.org/#!jacob-goldfischer/qcv87
http://www.wnyunews.org/#!weeklyrefresh/ja1v7
http://www.wnyc.org/shows/notetoself/
http://www.wnyunews.org/#!jacob-goldfischer/qcv87
http://www.wnyunews.org/#!keenan-kush/kksom
http://www.wnyunews.org/#!james-russo/jcsf1


 

 

Tuesday, June 28, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Ever wonder why the US seems to be binary in politics - you're either Democrat or Republican - yet in 
other countries we see many other parties in representative bodies? Has anyone ever told you that voting 
for a third party is a throwaway vote? And where did the political party come from in the US - and how did 
they rise to such great power? Find out on this week's "In The Scope" 
 

The Rundown 
Thursday, April 7, 2016 7-7:30PM 
This week, The Rundown covers lots of topics: everything from Pres. Hamilton's town hall, the 
controversy surrounding NYU's rebuilding of Coles, the music duo A Great Big World being interviewed, 
an NYU alum who started the company EatPops, and what's going on in the city this weekend. 

Thursday, April 17, 2016 7-7:30PM 
The Rundown is going to the polls this week in preparation for the New York State primaries for president, 
taking a look at the Democratic candidates. We'll attend two Bernie Sanders rallies, as well as speak with 
press representatives for both Sen. Sanders and Sec. Clinton. 
 
Thursday, April 21, 2016 7-7:30PM 
This week, The Rundown covers the recent Democratic Debate in Brooklyn, speaks with the Dean of the 
Tisch School of the Arts about the 50th Anniversary of the school, and has a reading from NYU professor 
Timothy Tomlinson in honor of National Poetry Month. 
 
Thursday, April 28, 2016 7-7:30PM 
This week, The Rundown covers everything from a play involved NYU students, Mayor de Blasio's plan 
for retirement, Karl Grossman speaking on radiation, a new app for meal swipes, a discussion on 
cannabis, and what is going on this weekend in NYC. 
 
Thursday, May 5, 2016 7-7:30PM 
This week, The Rundown breaks down the past week's top stories, hears about the pros and cons of 
unpaid internships, sits down with a college student who took a gap year to travel the world on his bicycle, 
and takes a look at what's going on in the city this weekend. 

Thursday, May 12, 2016 7-7:30PM 
This week, The Rundown sits down for a live set and interview with NYU student, singer, and songwriter 
Kate Yeager, learns about a program for English language learners, and hears about what's been going 
on in the world, plus what will be happening in the city this weekend. 
 
Thursday, May 19, 2016 7-7:30PM 
This week, we look into housing options for college students in New York City, hear an interview with 
author Rich Kienzle, and take a look at what's going on in the city this weekend. 
 
Thursday, May 26, 2016 7-7:30PM 
WNYU is taking on the Cannes Film Festival for the next few weeks. The series starts with Margaret 
Shuttleworth interviewing NYU film student Daniel Cooper about his short film "The King" which was 



accepted to the festival, as well as Rachel A.G. Gilman sitting down with the creative team behind the film 
"Almost Paris," which was also featured at the festival. 
 
Thursday, June 2, 2016 7-7:30PM 
On the second episode in the Cannes series, Rachel A.G. Gilman, Margaret Shuttleworth, and Ben 
Shelley bring you a brief history of the Cannes film festival, followed by Ben and Margaret covering a Q&A 
session in the short film corner. 
 
Thursday, June 9, 2016 7-7:30PM 
For the third episode in the Cannes series, Rachel A.G. Gilman, Margaret Shuttleworth, and Ben Shelley 
break down the films they saw premier at the Cannes festival with their thoughts on which you should 
definitely check out. 
 
Thursday, June 16, 2016 7-7:30PM 
This week, Rachel A.G. Gilman and Ben Shelley continue the Cannes coverage when they speak with 
publicist Martin Marquet about the ins and outs of the festival. But first, get caught up on the top stories 
for the past few weeks. 
 
Thursday, June 23, 2016 7-7:30PM 
This week, The Rundown sticks around Cannes and focuses on the role of females in the festival when 
Rachel A.G. Gilman interviews NYU student Grace Gao who had her work featured in the Short Film 
Corner, and Rachel and Margaret Shuttleworth speak with Audrey Clinet, a woman whose production 
company, Eroin, deals only with the work of female directors. 
 
Thursday, June 30, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Industry professionals join The Rundown team this week in Cannes. Ben Shelley and Margaret 
Shuttleworth speak with Lisa Landi, a programmer from KQED in San Francisco about how she chooses 
student films to purchase. Then, Ben and Rachel A.G. Gilman sit down with the creative team behind the 
Irish film, "SAFE," featured in the Short Film Corner to talk about how their film came to pass and how 
anyone can become a filmmaker. 
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 July - September 2016 
 

In The Scope 
 
Tuesday, July 5, 2016  7-7:30PM 
This week we look into the history of garage sales and have a discussion on materialism and the 
American dream. 
 
Tuesday, July 12, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Today's episode of In The Scope features the history of giving the finger and how it got its obscene views. 
Then we'll discuss other gestures and symbols from sign language to emojis and try to discover what the 
obscene truly is. 
 
Tuesday. July 19, 2016 7-7:30PM 
This week on In The Scope, we find out the origins of the traditional 40 hour work week and why the 
weekend consists of Saturday and Sunday.  
 
Tuesday, July 26, 2016 7-7:30PM 
On the season finale of “In The Scope,” we dive into two topics. First, every political party’s convention 
starts with the Pledge of Allegiance, but where did the pledge come from? And is it legal for students in 
school to not precipitate? Secondly, we go into a completely different topic – why Americans love ice in 
our drinks? If you vacation in Europe this summer, you’ll notice the noticeable lack of ice in drinks – so we 
explore how Americans got hooked to our chilled beverages.  And there’s some surprising science behind 
the temperatures of your beverage. Don’t miss out on this week’s show. 
 

A-C-E 
 

Tuesday, August 2, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Charlie Lyttle chats with Jeff Horn, Eric Kuzmuk, Nathaniel J. Ryan, and David Alexander from the New 
York Theater Festival production Moon Over Mangroves, written by Tender Bastard. They discuss the 
process of staging the play, the idiosyncrasies of the characters, and the unique language of the script. 
 
Tuesday, August 9, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Charlie Lyttle sits down with Nels Cline, a composer, jazz musician and the lead guitar player for Wilco 
(since 2004). Nels talks about struggling to find his musical niche, expressing emotion through 
instrumental music, and touches on his experience playing with Wilco. Nels also discusses how joining 
Wilco impacted his life, the moment he decided to pursue guitar, and his experiences collaborating with 
other musicians. 



 

 
Tuesday, August 16, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Charlie Lyttle sits down with playwright/director Tasha Nicole Partee, JC Sullivan, Eileen Howard, Amelia 
Huckel-Bauer, Emily Gordon Fire, and Miriam Molnar from the New York International Fringe Festival 
production Mrs. Schrodinger’s Cat, a play that challenges notions of human perception, artistic license, 
and implicit societal pressures with a keen and introspective sense of humor. 
 
Tuesday, August 23. 2016 7-7:30PM 
Producer @Gus-Dapperton sits down with Charlie Lyttle to discuss the moment that changed the course 
of his musical direction, his recent run-in with the "Meatball Shop crazy lady," and how the 80's rock band 
The Smiths inspired the electronic artist. Music featuring Dapperton and collaborators @ElijahBanksy and 
@Beshkenmusic. The Smiths' "How Soon is Now?" (Rough Trade Records, 1984). 
 
Tuesday, August 30, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Wall Street-man-turned-standup comic Jordan Raybould tells Charlie Lyttle about his drastic career 
change, hecklers, and the time he accidentally incited a full-scale brawl. Featuring music from the new 
Nels Cline album Lovers 
 
Tuesday, September 6, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Larry Wright is widely considered the pioneer of New York City bucket drumming. Before he was 
teenager, Wright was discovered by Spike Lee. By his early 20s, he boasted a résumé that included a 
Spike Lee commercial, a Mariah Carey music video, the Tony-award winning musical Bring in da Noise, 
Bring in da Funk, and the Oscar-nominated film Green Card. But by the end of the 1990’s, Larry Wright 
largely disappeared from mainstream popular cultural. Charlie Lyttle investigates where Wright is today. 
 
Tuesday, September 13, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Charlie Lyttle previews KEL KELA’s Saturday, September 17 showcase at Bushwick Public House (1288 
Myrtle Avenue, Brooklyn NY 11221) with an interview of electronic artist/producer Lionmilk. Featuring 
music from Lionmilk and fellow concert headliners The Roofters Union and Fishdoll. 
 
Tuesday, September 20, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Evan Zes talks about his experience running an illegal Airbnb scheme, which inspired his hit one-man 
show Rent Control (directed by Lou Moreno). The play has been extended by popular demand as part of 
the Fringe encore series. It shows at the Huron Club at the SoHo Playhouse on September 28th (7:00pm) 
and 30th (7:00pm) and on October 3rd (8:00pm), 8th (7:00pm), and 10th(8:00pm). For tickets and more 
information, visit www.evanzesrentcontrol.com. This episode features music from @sopharela (Soccer 
Mommy), @beccsmusic, and @sont0. 
 
Tuesday, September 27, 2016 7-7:30PM 
John Scofield talks to Charlie Lyttle about his evolving concept of jazz music, teaching as an adjunct 
professor at NYU, and his experience playing with Miles Davis. Featuring music from John's recently 
release album Country for Old Men. 
 

The Write Stuff 
 

Wednesday, July 6, 2016 7-7:30PM 

https://soundcloud.com/Gus-Dapperton
https://soundcloud.com/ElijahBanksy
https://soundcloud.com/Beshkenmusic
http://www.wnyunews.org/#!charlie-lyttle-1/f7tsb
https://soundcloud.com/CharlieLyttle
https://exit.sc/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.evanzesrentcontrol.com
https://soundcloud.com/sopharela
https://soundcloud.com/beccsmusic
https://soundcloud.com/sont0


Rachel sits down with Sebastian Muriel, NYU student and contributor for WSN's Under the Arch. He 
reads his story "Walking Home." Then, Rachel is joined by NYU freshman and Under The Arch 
contributor, Kaitlyn McNab. Kaitlyn reads her poem, "The Same Dream." 
 
Wednesday, July 13, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Rachel speaks with Alan Ziegler, a Professor of Writing at Columbia University's School of the Arts. Alan 
reads poems of his own, including a piece from his upcoming memoir "Based on a True Life: A Memoir in 
Flashes," as well as poems from collections he has edited. Then, Rachel sits down with NYU creative 
writing professor and poet Thomas Dooley. He reads from his most recent book of poems, "Trespass." 
 
Wednesday, July 20, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Rachel sits down with fellow WNYU member and NYU student, Kowloon Baby, who reads some of her 
poetry. Then, Rachel speaks with NYU professor and poet, Timothy Tomlinson. He reads some of his 
poems from his most recent collection, "Requiem for the Tree Fort I Set on Fire." 
 
Wednesday. July 27, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Rachel interviews the creative team behind the upcoming play, "Suddenly, a Knock At The Door," and 
they give us a live reading of the opening scene of the play. Then, host and producer Rachel A.G. Gilman 
takes a spin as a guest, celebrating Valentine's Day with a reading of her story, "J." 
 
Wednesday, August 3, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Rachel speaks with Elin Hilderbrand, the Queen of the quintessential summer book, about her latest 
novel "Here's To Us," along with Elin's perfect days spent writing, swimming, and eating, plus her advice 
on how to make it in the competitive writing world. 
 
Wednesday, August 10, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Rachel is joined on this episode by Mike Harvkey, a novelist and a professor in the MFA program at 
Columbia University. He reads from his novel, "In The Course of Human Events," and discusses the 
relationship between writing and joining college radio, among other interesting things. 
 
Wednesday, August 17, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Jennifer Gilmore, author of many novels including her newest "We Were Never Here," joins Rachel today 
to chat about YA literature, the process of turning your novel into a film, and much more. You can find out 
more about Jennifer on her website (jennifergilmore.net/). 
 

Wednesday, August 24, 2016 7-7:30PM 
On this episode, Rachel is joined by Samuel Amadon, a poet and professor living in South Carolina, who 
reads a selection of his work. You can find out more about him on his website 
(www.samuelamadon.com/). First, though, we hear some tunes from a few of Rachel's favorite 
singer-songwriters. 
 
Wednesday, August 31, 2016 7-7:30PM 
This week, Rachel interviews Teju Cole, her former professor at Bard College as well as the current 
photography editor at The New York Times. He reads his essay, "Shadows in São Paulo." 
 
Wednesday, September 7, 2016 7-7:30PM 

https://exit.sc/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fjennifergilmore.net%2F
https://exit.sc/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.samuelamadon.com%2F


 

Gayle Forman, author of the best-selling YA books "If I Stay," "Just One Day," and many others joins 
Rachel this week to discuss her first adult novel "Leave Me," the test she gives her YA books, plus more! 
 
Wednesday, September 14, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Today, Eliot Wilde joins Rachel, a fellow NYU student who knows a little something about memoir writing, 
though he reads poetry on this episode. They talk about pen names, writing about people you know, and 
a heck of a lot more. But before that, Rachel reads an article about how not to write your novel. 
 
Wednesday, September 21, 2016 7-7:30PM 
This week, Rachel sits down with Boris Fishman, author of the new novel "Don't Let My Baby Do Rodeo." 
They discuss how being an immigrant effects writing, the process of working on your second novel, and 
more. 
 
Wednesday, September 28, 2016 7-7:30PM 
On this episode, Rachel sits down with the poet and writer Tyehimba Jess to discuss the difference in 
writing a poem versus a short story, which he prefers, and how identity plays a role in his work. 
 

The Rundown 
 

Thursday, July 7, 2016 7-7:30PM 
On the last installment of The Rundown at Cannes, Ben Shelley and Rachel A.G. Gilman speak with 
Marian Masone formerly of the Film Society of Lincoln Center on a vast array of topics covering the 
festival over the years. Rachel also breaks down the past week's headlines and tells us what's happening 
in Manhattan for the weekend. 
 

Thursday, July 14, 2016 7-7:30PM 
On this week's episode, get all of your news updates and things to do over the weekend, plus hear about 
the NYU Divest movement, and an NYU student who is mixing art and global activism. 

Thursday, July 21, 2016 7-7:30PM 
The Rundown catches you up on the top stories from the week, gives you a look at fun things to do in the 
city this weekend, and also takes an in-depth look at the streaming service, Tidal. 
 
Thursday, July 28, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Tune into The Rundown this week for virtual real estate reality, an interview with Ron Kirk, plus this 
week's headlines and what's happening this weekend. 
 

Thursday, August 4, 2016 7-7:30PM 
This week, The Rundown speaks with Nina Freeman about what it’s like to be a female video game 
designer in a male dominated industry, takes a closer look at some NYU Start Ups, and let’s you know 
what’s going on this weekend. 
 
Thursday, August 11, 2016 7-7:30PM 
The Rundown is investigating the issue of gun control in the United States on both sides of the argument, 
plus speaking with Ron Woo about programs for English Language Learners at NYU. 
 



 

Thursday, August 18, 2016 7-7:30PM 
On this week's episode, we hear a live set and interview with NYU singer-songwriter Kate Yeager, as well 
as hear about why we're attracted to one another. 
 
Thursday, August 25, 2016 7-7:30PM 
This week, The Rundown has a live set and interview with NYU singer-songwriter Molly Chapman, as well 
as an interview with the NYU students who created the YouTube series, "TBH." 
 
Thursday, September 1, 2016 7-7:30PM 
This week, The Rundown welcomes in the Class of 2020 to NYU with pieces on dorm room decor, advice 
for surviving your freshman year, and a bucket list of places you must go in New York! 
 
Thursday, September 8, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Tonight on The Rundown, listen to a recap of the first ever Commander-In-Chief Debate, plus an 
interview with the band Field Mouse. Also hear about the top stories of the week and what's happening in 
the city this weekend. 
 
Thursday, September 15, 2016 7-7:30PM 
This week, The Rundown previews the Mondo.NYC 2016 Festival with interviews and music from Kevin 
McWha Steele and Robot Princess. 
 
Thursday, September 22, 2016 7-7:30PM 
The Rundown begins its coverage of the Mondo.NYC 2016 Festival this week with interviews with 
Raphaelle and Opus Orange, as well as coverage on a panel about college radio and its connection to 
the changing music industry. 
 
Thursday, September 29, 2016 7-7:30PM 
This week, The Rundown catches you up on the first presidential debate of the 2016 Election season, 
recaps NYU Pres. Andrew Hamilton's inaugurations, and has a chat and live set from Upstate New York 
band The Felice Brothers. Tribute is also paid to WNYU alum Barney Canson. 
 

 October - December 2016 
 

A-C-E 
 

Tuesday, October 4, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Charlie Lyttle sits down with one of his favorite all time guitarists, Bill Frisell, who tells Charlie about 
discovering the instrument as a young boy, his on-stage "alter-ego," and a chance encounter with famed 
pianist Bill Evans. 
 
Tuesday, October 11, 2016 7-7:30PM 
At age eight, Julian Lage starred in an oscar-nominated documentary about his guitar virtuosity. Twenty 
years later, the 28-year-old Lage has matured into one of the most exciting and creatively diverse 
guitarists in America. He's collaborated with the likes of Nels Cline, Gary Burton and the late Jim Hall. He 

http://www.julianlage.com/


 

talks to Charlie Lyttle about young fame, his newest record, and the Fender Telecaster. Featuring music 
from Lage's LP Arclight (Mack Avenue, 2016). 
 
Tuesday, October 18, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Soccer Mommy (aka Sophie Allison) talks to Charlie Lyttle about bedroom production, her southern music 
roots, and how she processes her relationships with men through music. 
 
Tuesday, October 25, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Charlie Lyttle sits down with Sonto to discuss the producer's musical upbringing, his new EP, and his 
childhood Freddie Mercury cosplay. 
 
Tuesday, November 1, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Jim Campilongo joins Charlie Lyttle live in-studio to discuss his upcoming Rockwood Music Hall residency 
"Campilongo After Dark," his deep affinity for New York City, and his connection to legendary guitarist 
Roy Buchanan. 
 
Tuesday, November 15, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Simone Porter began playing violin at "the ripe-old age of three and a half." She debuted professionally 
with the Seattle Symphony at age 10 and internationally with the Royal Philharmonic in London at age 13. 
She talks to Charlie Lyttle ahead of her Sunday, November 20 debut at Carnegie Hall. 
 
Tuesday, November 22, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Forbidden by her parents from doing stand-up comedy, Subhah Agarwal often snuck out during high 
school to perform at open mics. She talks to Charlie Lyttle about her strict upbringing, her creative 
process, and about being a woman in a profession once dominated by men. 
 
Tuesday, November 29, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Charlie Lyttle sits down with Chuma Ossé, the Brooklyn-born musician behind the IDKHIM project. The 
two discuss Ossé's transformation from producer to performer, his IDKHIM "alter ego," and the cathartic 
value of music. 
 
Tuesday, December 6, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Charlie Lyttle talks to photographer Katerina Voegtle about her coverage of the November 9 post-election 
protest march from Union Square Park to Trump Tower.  
 
Tuesday, December 13, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Wilco lead-guitarist Nels Cline talks to Charlie Lyttle about a solo album over two decades in the making. 
 

 
The Write Stuff 

 
Wednesday, October 5, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Rachel talks to David Moscovich, author of the most expensive e-book to ever have been hacked 
"Life+70", about their shared love of pens and typewriters, the changing world of electronic publishing, 
and the fate of the hacker who tried to steal David's book. 
 

http://www.wnyunews.org/charlie-lyttle
https://soundcloud.com/Sont0
http://jimcampilongo.com/
https://soundcloud.com/chuma-osse
https://soundcloud.com/IDKHIM


Wednesday, October 12, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Listen as Rachel sits down with fellow Gallatin Review contributor, Mackenzie Leighton, and hear about 
how poetry workshops differ from fiction ones, what about social injustices inspires Mackenzie's writing, 
and how beekeeping plays into it all. 
 
Wednesday, October 19, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Rachel is joined by another contributor to the 2016 Gallatin Review, Henry Sheeran, who discusses how 
poetry plays into his concentration focused on writing, what it's like to get ideas in a different language, 
and the power of punctuation. 
 
Wednesday, October 26, 2016 7-7:30PM 
On this episode, Rachel speaks with Ali Oliva about the process of publishing your first novel, what to do 
about the stigma around genre fiction, and the ideas that can come from reality television watching. Ali's 
debut novel, "The Last One," is available now.  
 
Wednesday, November 2, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Poet J. Scott Brownlee joins Rachel today to talk about writing poetry about a place even when you're not 
there, how his work was influenced by the R train, and much more. He reads from his newest collection, 
"Requiem for Used Ignition Cap." 
 
Wednesday, November 9, 2016 7-7:30PM 
High school honors student and author of the 5 Seconds of Summer fan fiction, "Remember to Forget," 
Ashley Royer is Rachel's guest on this episode. They gush about boy bands, the stigma around fan 
fiction, and much more! 
 
Wednesday, November 16, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Mary Norris, Copy Editor from The New Yorker as well as the author of the book "Between You & Me," is 
Rachel's guest today to talk about grammar, Mary's many previous jobs inspired by her fascination with 
cows, and more! 
 
Wednesday, November 23, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Willie Perdomo is Rachel's guest today. They discuss his work in poetry, the advice he gives his English 
students, and much more. 
 
Wednesday, November 30, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Laugh out loud as Jessi Klein, Amy Schumer's head writer on "Inside Amy Schumer" and author of the 
memoir "You'll Grow Out Of It" joins Rachel to discuss comedy writing and the gender biases in the 
industry - plus more! 
 
Wednesday, December 7, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Tommy Pico, aka "Hey Teebs," chats with Rachel on this episode about poetry and zine writing, and why 
he doesn't believe in the standard idea of the muse. 
 
Wednesday, December 14, 2016 7-7:30PM 
On the season finale, Rachel sits down with Marc Brown, the creator of the beloved "Arthur" book and 
television series, to discuss his writing process, his childhood, his discovery of the idyllic life on Martha's 
Vineyard, and how it all led to creating Rachel's favorite childhood character. 



 
 

The Rundown 
 

Thursday, October 6, 2016 7-7:30PM 
On this episode, we recap the 2016 Vice Presidential Debate, plus hear from two more artists that were at 
Mondo.NYC Festival: A Valley Son and Active Bird Community. 
 
Thursday, October 13, 2016 7-7:30PM 
This week, The Rundown catches you up on the big stories from the second Presidential Debate, plus 
has a sneak peek of what is happening at this weekend's Dog Film Festival in New York. 
 
Thursday, October 20, 2016 7-7:30PM 
The third and final Presidential debate is recapped on The Rundown, plus how your name’s pronunciation 
could be affecting your career success. 
 
Thursday, October 27, 2016 7-7:30PM 
You're in for a fright when The Rundown takes a look at the history of Halloween, visits the Brooklyn 
Horror Film Festival, hears about some events happening in New York to celebrate the holiday, and more! 
 

Thursday, November 3, 2016 7-7:30PM 
This week The Rundown investigates the world of hookup culture for millennials: what does it mean, what 
are the positive and negative aspects, and how we should be shifting our conversations about the topic? 
 
Tuesday, November 8, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Join the WNYU News team and fellow NYU campus media contributors for live election night coverage! 
 
Thursday, November 10, 2016 7-7:30PM 
In wake of the recent election results, we hope this week's episode reflects the sense of defeat and 
devastation the overwhelming majority of NYU students and New Yorkers in general feel right now. 
Charlie Lyttle, Rachel A.G. Gilman, and Nick Sawhney discuss.  
 
Thursday, November 17, 2016 7-7:30PM 

Giovanni Fumei and Markita Schulman report on safe spaces and the NYU Professor placed on leave 
because of a controversial twitter account. Nick Sawhney talks about Hillary Clinton's lasting impact on 
young American women, and Stasia de Tilly-Blaru and Nikki Cruz review the Bushwick Film Festival. 

Thursday, November 24, 2016 7-7:30PM 
Tune in to hear about how to keep your financial information safe while shopping online, learn more about 
a new, healthy dessert restaurant opened by NYU students, listen to a recap of the films at the Dog Film 
Festival, and find something fun to do in New York over the holiday weekend. 
 
Thursday, December 1, 2016 7-7:30PM 
On the Thursday, December 1 edition of The Rundown, Sean Millea covers the post-election protests at 
Trump Tower, and Gigi Martinez investigates whether or not the separation of the Olympic and 
Paralympic Games constitutes discrimination. 
 



Thursday, December 8, 2016 7-7:30PM 
On the 12/8/2016 edition of The Rundown, Benjamin Zinevich discusses populism and identity politics, 
and Taylor Jung investigates the history of gangs in Chinatown. 

Thursday, December 15, 2016 7-7:30PM 
The Rundown welcomes in the holidays with pieces about the struggles of returning home for the season 
in a dicey political environment, an interview with singer-songwriter Jaymay about her busy 2016, and a 
conversation about mental health issues in society and raising awareness. 




